
Greetings, 

As a recent English graduate, current quality assurance editor, and former peer tutor with a 
lifelong passion for the power of narrative, rhetoric, education, and all forms of writing that 
fall in between, I would be honored to be considered for this position. 

In freshman year of college, I applied to work at my college’s writing center. This job was 
not only where I trained my editorial eye for multifaceted writing in an assortment of 
subjects; it was also where I gained a passion for educational communication. My four-year 
experience included a 2020 shift to remote and then hybrid operations. I thus gained 
experience with offering feedback to students in every format, from an hour-long face-to-
face conversation to some Google Docs comments and an email. 

Helping students believe in their writing was the single most rewarding part of my job. 
Study Hall and its mission of conveying college skills to a mass audience in videos 
spanning various subjects thus corresponds with issues that mean a lot to me. Through 
these experiences, I also became attuned to with meta-conversations about education and 
inclusivity, whether than included contemplating the Writing Center’s accessibility to first-
generation college students, students with disabilities, or English language learners. 

Since graduating, I have spent seven months with Publishing Concepts, Inc., as an Oral 
History Project editor and quality assurance editor. I have enjoyed contributing my writing 
and editorial skills to the operations of a fast-paced team working under ever-changing 
conditions. What the Writing Center has taught me about educational growth, PCI has 
taught me about facing deadlines, juggling projects, and communicating between teams. 

I have always believed that the most valuable and productive experiences emerge, in the 
words of Mikhail Bakhtin (my favorite literary theorist!), “between people collectively 
searching for truth, in the process of their dialogic interaction.” In other words, I am deeply 
committed to all of the growth and learning that this position would offer me. 

I would be happy to further discuss my skills. Thank you for your time! 

Regards, 

 

Katia Savelyeva

3204 Rock Landing Way, Williamsburg, VA 23188  

February 22, 2023 


